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A B O U T  I N T E L

• Extending our technology leadership, we introduced the high-
   performance, energy-efficient Intel® Core™ i7 processor family.

• While the global economic climate significantly impacted our fourth-
   quarter financial results, we generated $10.9 billion in cash from
   operations in 2008, enabling us to continue to invest in innovation,
   even during the economic downturn.

• We continued to work with the Electronic Industry Citizenship
   Coalition (EICC) to effect lasting social and environmental improvements
   in the global electronics supply chain.

Fueling the Innovation Economy

Intel is the world’s largest semiconductor chip maker,

based on revenue. Our products include micro-

processors, chipsets, motherboards, and other

semiconductor products that are building blocks for

computers, servers, consumer electronics, and other

networking and communications products. Our

current product portfolio and our roadmap of future

products and technologies are perhaps the strongest

in Intel’s 40-year history—the result of our strategy

to continually invest in innovation, even in difficult

economic times.

FOCUS ON RUSSIA

Intel Russia has been operating since 1991 when

it established a sales and marketing office in Moscow.

Within a few years, the company expanded

operations to include software development.

Today Intel Russia comprises approximately 1,150

employees who work in five cities: Moscow, Saint

Petersburg, Novosibirsk, Nizhny Novgorod and Sarov.

Aside from sales and marketing, Intel Russia is a

large Research and Development (R&D) center

boasting around 560 engineers engaged in a variety

of development fields. The Software Solution Group

division is the largest one outside of the United

States.

As part of its commitment to the community in

which it operates, Intel actively supports education

and science in Russia. Since 1991, it has invested

more than $12 million in a variety of programs

designed to improve education, expand schools’

access to technology, and enhance business

opportunities for young science graduates.

E N V I R O N M E N T

Improving Sustainability

We incorporate environmental performance goals

throughout our operations—from designing “green”

features into our buildings to manufacturing our

products and handling waste. Since 2001, we have

invested over $23 million on hundreds of projects

to improve energy efficiency and resource con-

servation in our facilities. In 2008, we reduced our

total CO2 impact below 2007 levels, and we are on

track to reach our goal of reducing our absolute

global-warming gas emissions 20% by 2012 from

a 2007 baseline.

Intel’s investment of more than $100 million in

water conservation programs during the past decade

has enabled us to reclaim more than three billion

gallons of water a year. We also recycled or reused

84% of our chemical waste and 88% of our solid

waste in 2008.

Designing Products Responsibly

We strive to minimize the environmental impact

of our products in all phases of their life cycle:

development, production, use, and disposal. With

each new generation of process technology, we

can build higher performing, more energy-efficient

microprocessors. In fact, we estimate that the

conversion to the energy-efficient Intel® Core™

microarchitecture saved 20 terawatt hours of

electricity between 2006 and 2008.

FOCUS ON RUSSIA

Global Earth Day—Every Year
Every spring, Intel employees all over the world

celebrate Global Earth Day, and at Intel Russia it is

one of the most welcomed volunteer drives. Each

year on this day, Intel Involved volunteers based in

Nizhny Novgorod, Moscow, Saint Petersburg,

Novosibirsk and Sarov leave their offices and head

for a nearby park or other public area. Their goal: to

make those green urban areas a better place by

gathering litter and working on the land and plants

after the long winter. In addition to contributing to

the city-wide activities and bringing Intel’s concern

for nature into the realm of practical action, volunteers

get a huge portion of oxygen for themselves. The

Earth Day drive is so popular that in most years many

employees’ relatives join the Intel volunteers, adding

their hard work to the efforts of the Intel teams.

Looking Ahead in Russia

Intel Russia will continue to fully participate in realizing

Intel Corporation’s environmental goals:

 Our corporate goal is to reduce our annual

   normalized energy consumption by an average of

   5% each year through 2010, starting with the

   baseline year of 2012. As a site, we strive to match

   this corporate goal.

 We will strive to support varied environmental

   projects in the community, including Global Earth

   Day, and others.
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• We signed a multi-year commitment to purchase over 1.3 billion kilowatt-
   hours of renewable energy certificates a year, making us the largest
   purchaser of green power in the U.S., according to the U.S. EPA.

• Intel Capital, our global investment organization, invested more than
   $100 million in solar energy, and we installed solar hot water and
   electricity systems at three Intel sites.

• For the first time, in 2008 we tied a portion of each employee’s variable
   compensation to the achievement of our environmental objectives.
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E D U C A T I O N

Improving Teaching and Learning

with Technology

Over the last decade, Intel has invested more than

$1 billion to help improve education in 50 countries.

As a global technology leader, we believe that we

are particularly well-positioned to effect meaningful,

lasting improvements in teaching and learning.

FOCUS ON RUSSIA

Our focus is on long-term planning and actively

encouraging developments in key education areas:

project-based learning with ICT support in K-12

education, and science fairs for students. Higher

education aims to promote technological entre-

preneurship and provide support for innovative

educational programs in universities.

Intel Corporation’s signature education program,

Intel Teach, helps teachers integrate technology

and “real-life” active learning into their classrooms

to develop critical skills. To date, 537,000 teachers

have been trained in Russia under this worldwide

initiative.

Intel Russia is a sponsor of the Science and

Engineering Fairs, with regional finalists participating

in the Intel International Science and Engineering

Fair (Intel ISEF). In 2009, 19 students from Russia

competed in the finals, held in the USA.
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• Through the Intel® Teach Program, we provided professional
   development for more than 1.1 million teachers, bringing the
   total number of teachers trained globally to over 6 million since
   the program’s inception.

• Continuing our history of investment, the Intel Foundation announced
   its single largest commitment ever: $120 million in math and science
   education over the next 10 years.

• Intel worked with UNESCO, Microsoft, and Cisco to launch a guide for
   policy makers to use in shaping their country’s approach to applying
   technology in education.

Intel supports university-based research in Russia

through parallel programming and other ICT-related

research. Intel has close research links with Moscow

State University, Nizhny Novgorod State University

and other key universities. The company also

provides summer and winter schools focusing on

professional ICT development training.

Last year more than 4,000 Intel-based netbooks

were donated to Russian schools as a part of the

1:1 Education PC Donation program. The aim of the

program is to support the proof of concept of 1:1

education environment development in Russian K-

12 schools. A number of schools in Saint Petersburg,

Nizhny Novgorod, Yaroslavl and Novosibirsk regions

participate in this program.

Looking Ahead in Russia

We will continue to drive innovative ways to support

science, mathematics and project-based learning

education by:

 Expanding Intel Teach and Skills for Success

   programs in Russia

 Continuing to support technology

   entrepreneurship activities in collaboration with

   key universities

 Developing an Intel Teach online community

   based on Web 2.0 services

 Expanding the 1:1 Education PC Donation

   program

C O M M U N I T Y

FOCUS ON RUSSIA

Corporate responsibility at Intel Russia reflects our

deep respect for people and the communities around

us. In 2008, our employees volunteered 3,782 hours,

contributing to Intel’s global effort to volunteer

1 million hours of service in a single year as part of

our 40th anniversary celebrations.

 Intel Novosibirsk’s IT team designed and carried

out a volunteer project called “Digital Polyclinic” that

provided doctors at Iskitim Hospital in Siberia with

fully equipped workplaces. The doctors can now

prepare receipts and print, sign and register them

in the database—eliminating the previously

complicated process. A 16-strong Intel team installed

a computer classroom and trained doctors and

nurses on computer basics of specialized medical

software. The Intel team also set up a local network

with Internet access.

 The Museum of Wooden Architecture located on

the outskirts of Nizhny Novgorod is dedicated to

the preservation and reconstruction of traditional

local log house architecture. Although the number

of visitors has increased, funding has not—creating

a strong need for volunteer help. Intel employees,

their families, and volunteers from the Dagen re-

enactors club worked together to reconstruct an

18th century log house. They also cleaned up an

area for a children’s playground.

 An all-Russia volunteer event dedicated to

International Volunteer Day was held at all Intel

Russia sites. Employees prepared handmade three-

dimensional tactile illustrations for books, and paper

models of houses for visually-impaired children.

 The Intel Involved volunteer program in Russia

gained nationwide recognition when Intel Russia

received the National Volunteer Award and was

named Number One Corporate Volunteer for 2007.

Every third Intel Russia employee has participated

in the Intel Involved program, through voluntary

projects such as Global Earth Day, Fulfilling Wishes,

the Intel Computer Clubhouse Network, and teaching

computer-science classes for disadvantaged children.

Looking Ahead in Russia

At Intel Russia, we will continue to support our local

communities by:

 Sharing our volunteering practices with other

   companies

 Continuing our traditional volunteering events

 Regularly engaging our community stakeholders

   through a various active communication channels

• To celebrate Intel’s 40th anniversary, our employees donated more
   than 1.3 million hours of service in over 40 countries to thank our
   communities for their many years of support.

• Intel worked with NetHope to develop technology solutions for
   healthcare, economic development, and disaster relief programs of
   non-governmental organizations (NGOs).

• Following a devastating earthquake in China’s Sichuan Province,
   employees donated over 35,000 volunteer hours, as well as relief
   funding matched by the Intel Foundation, for a total of $6.9 million.


